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Client: Franklin Institute Science Museum, 222 North 20th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103
Item: Maillardet Automaton

Accession Number: 1663

Origin: Ca. 1790s, London

Primary Contact: John Alviti, Senior Curator of Collections
Restoration work described in this report was performed by Andrew Baron, unless otherwise noted.
In advance of the work, Charles Penniman provided detailed photographs, an orientation to the
general operating procedure, and assistance during the course of the work. Charles also conveyed
the notice of a keen observer, that a shoulder impingement was evidently causing an issue.

BASIC SUMMARY OF WORK: Pages 4 – 6
This first section of the report is a basic summary of six subcategories of issues that were
preventing safe and correct mechanical operation of the automaton, and three conditions
that threatened further injury.

DETAILED SUMMARY OF WORK, including related studies: Pages 7 to 26
Specific measures taken to effect repairs, and detailed analyses of various parts of the
mechanism are included in this section. Recommendations for ongoing maintenance and
long-term care of the automaton follow. Subsequent data and sundry observations, and
work performed following the 2007 restoration, concludes this section.

Advanced studies appear on p. 28 – 31. April 2011 work is detailed on p. 31 – 37
ATTENTION:
ALL PERSONNEL WHO ARE INVOLVED IN DEMONSTRATING THE MAILLARDET AUTOMATON ARE ADVISED TO
READ THE MOST UP TO DATE VERSION OF: OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS For The MAILLARDET
AUTOMATON, by Charles Penniman. Current version is file: Automaton Oper Revizd 4-5-12.doc.
For Charlesʼ instructions on replacement of the writing pen element or pen, and his description of the motor shifting
sequence, refer to Maintenance & Repair Instructions (file name: Maint & Repair.doc, created 11/12/12).
ALL PERSONNEL WHO ARE INVOLVED IN HANDLING OR MOVING THE MAILLARDET AUTOMATON ARE ASKED
TO READ SECTION 25, page 27 of this report: TRANSPORTATION / HANDLING WARNING. Please also read section
24, page 26 in the Detailed Summary in this report: IMPORTANT NOTE, IN CASE OF CRASH. The procedures outlined
in this section provide a safer approach to section 3, paragraph 2 of the Maintenance & Repair Instructions noted above.
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TERMINOLOGY USED IN THIS REPORT
Cams: The 72 intelligence-containing brass discs that comprise the automatonʼs read-only
memory for the drawing hand, plus two dedicated discs for the head and eyes. The cams travel in
unison under the tips of the cam followers during normal operation. A trio of these cams for the
drawing hand is in play at all times when the automaton draws or writes, and each drawing requires
from three to four sets of trios to complete, depending on complexity (9 to 12 cams per drawing).
Cam follower: The steel, pivoting contact lever that reads the surface of each brass disc or cam,
when the machine is in motion. The cam followers that activate the drawing hand each have a
dedicated function as follows: When viewed face-to-face with the figure, the left cam follower
controls the fore-and-aft extension of the figureʼs drawing arm, the center follower controls the
lateral motion, and the right follower controls the lift.
The follower pair on the far right of the cam bank imparts movement only to the figureʼs head and
eyes. The 2 head & eye cams rotate with the 72-cam bank, but do not travel laterally with it. As with
the motion of the drawing hand, a natural, life-like movement of the head is accomplished by polarcoordination of the data contained in each cam.
Cam bank: The permanent set of 72 brass cams inside the cabinet, that rotate in unison (driven by
the 4-spring rotational motor to their right).
DESCRIPTION OF CAM BANK ACTION
Two to three times per drawing, the cam bank comes to a momentary stop, the cam followers are
driven up safely clear of the undulating cam surfaces, and the cam bank slides laterally (driven by a
separate 2-spring transverse motor to the left). This action automatically advances the entire cam
bank one position to the right, aligning the next trio of cams under the three followers. When the
last selection on the far right side of the cam bank is completed, the entire cam bank is motordriven to the left until it stops with the first selection cued up under the followers. From selection
one through selection 7, the cam sets alternate between 3 & 4 rotations per work: 3 (cupid chariot),
4 (ship), 3 (Unerring), 4 (Chinese), 3 (Un Jeune), 4 (Archer), 3 (Enfent). 3-4-3-4-3-4-3.

KNOWN REPAIR HISTORY
As of this writing, Maillardetʼs automaton has been restored and/or repaired five times that
weʼre aware of. Names and dates of the work are set forth as follows:
1871 “John Penn Brock 908 Spruce St Philadʼa Cleaned thoroly Feb 1871” inscribed on base.
1932: Halsey T. Roberts of Philadelphia; Massive restoration following donation by Brockʼs family.
1953: Frank Class (Noted only as “Repaired” in the Franklin Institute files).
1980: Joseph R. Balt, C.M.W. of Manheim, PA (Disassembly & restoration; some new parts made).
2007: Andrew Baron of Santa Fe, NM (Repaired/restored/adjusted as set forth in this report).

SIX BASIC CATEGORIES OF REPAIR (Detailed report follows on page 7)
The Maillardet automaton was found to be in a state of disrepair that fell into six basic
categories (basic summary immediately below):
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1) Self-inflicted damage: Most likely due to wear, which caused one moving part to travel outside
of its normal range of motion and impinge forcibly upon a nearby moving link, bending the link into
a shape that prevented it from operating in its proper quadrant. May also relate to subcategory 4.
Result: The damaged piece was prone to get into a jammed or locked condition, which would trap
and freeze the drawing arm, resulting in a cam follower jamming against the next rise on the
surface of a cam. This in turn would result in the forced stopping of the rotational motor: the
combined power of four mainsprings being stilled by one brass cam.
For details, refer to sections 4 in the detailed summary below.
2) Imminent damage: In addition to damage that had occurred as noted above, there were three
potential failures that warranted prompt consideration and correction:
a) R.H. motor subassembly was loose on all mounting brackets and screws. The entire
subassembly was observed to move +/- 1/8” at the outer plate, when winding the springs. Loose
screws, combined with continued operation had potential to cause sudden release of the end plate,
risking gear and mainspring damage and possible operator injury.
b) Alignment of the cam follower runways was poor, in relation to the contact tips of the
followers when in lateral shifting position, due to wear or improper adjustment, or both. Contact
tips on two of the three drawing hand cam followers were only about 1 mm away from falling off the
edge of the runways. Further error could cause the tips of the followers to drop between the cams
during the lateral movement of the cam bank, risking damage to the soft brass cam surfaces, and
injury to the followers and associated hardware. Existing damage was evident in the form of forced
bends in some of the cams, near the runways.
c) A jamming action occurred in our first attempt to set the machine in motion (see 1, above)
resulting in one cam follower being thrust upward to its physical limit and another follower to press
hard into the surface of its associated brass cam, while the third follower remained neutral. When
comparing the drawings that the automaton makes now with its early drawings in the files, it will be
seen that although the drawings are predominately the same, there are now a number of drawn
lines that are unnaturally formed, extraneous or missing segments. These image corruptions are
absent on the early drawings.
Assuming correct position of the tip of the writing implement in relation to the paper (to rule out
drawn lines caused by lack of lift), any remaining corruptions in the drawings may relate to gouges,
scrapes or shaved portions on the surface of the brass intelligence cams, caused by jamming of
the mechanism. As evidenced by a number of small brass shavings found in the bottom of the
cabinet, we can surmise that during years of operation, forced movement of the mechanism to
push it past the jammed condition may have caused some loss of brass surface material on the
cams, resulting in altered lines.
The only way to safely release a cam follower that has become jammed against the surface of one
of the brass cams is to reverse the direction of the cam bank. Please refer to section 24, page 26
for detailed directions. In cases where a partial reversal of the motor does not free the locked cam,
partial disassembly of the cam follower linkage may be required.
3) Damage caused by previous work performed incorrectly in the area of the neck and left
shoulder, resulting in lost action of the automatonʼs head:
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In order to achieve life-like movement of the head, Maillardet engineered a beautiful, coordinated
vertical and horizontal head motion. The dynamic coordinates of these two planes impart a natural
and life-like movement. As found at the start of restoration, the horizontal coordinated movement
was essentially absent, and the parts in charge of this movement would not remain engaged.
A grossly incorrect shape of one part in the head-turning sub-assembly was discovered (refer to
photograph). This condition, combined with correspondingly incorrect arrangement of all adjoining
components, resulted in unpredictable and minimal movement of the head with a tendency of the
related parts to suddenly spring out of contact with one another as soon as the head began to turn.
To reconstruct how such a condition might have occurred, we have to roll back the calendar to
some time in the distant past when portions of the machine were in pieces. We can surmise that
an attempt at reassembly of these parts was made without benefit of diagram or chart depicting the
true construction. The parts were then assembled piece-by-piece, in a way that may have seemed
to make sense at the time but ultimately in the wrong configuration, resulting in two final pieces
having no visible way to connect together. Apparently to solve the problem, a faulty assumption
was then made, and one of the two remaining pieces was forcibly bent into an incorrect shape, but
one that enabled it to reach the final remaining loose end. As the subsequently deformed piece
didnʼt look unusual in relation to other parts of the total machine, and assuming that at least
minimal head movement was restored, subsequent technicians remained unaware of the fault.
LONG TERM RESULT: The arrangement probably functioned at first, but with definite sacrifice to
the range of motion of the head, as well as excessive friction due to the poor geometry of the
incorrectly connected parts. Notable wear on the contact surface of the incorrectly bent piece and
excessive wear in its natural mounting place within the yoke upon which the head turns, indicates
that the automaton operated in this faulty configuration for some years. Charles Pennimanʼs
eyewitness account of his first observation of the limited head movement dates to 1935, indicating
that the faulty arrangement of parts predates the 1928 – 1932 restoration, dating it to the 1871
work or earlier. As use and wear took a toll, the improper configuration would ultimately have had a
short service life, as inherent weaknesses resulted in premature failure of the fault arrangement.
Until the successful completion of the current restoration (2007), it is safe to say that no living
person had seen the correct operation of the head movement. For details of the repair, refer to
sections 7 and 8 in the detailed summary below.
4) Shipping damage: The brass joining ring which connects the head and its internal mechanism to
the body was broken into two pieces, with one half of the ring remaining in the neck and the other
half remaining attached to the yoke that supports the head. Some damage to the head shell, and
possible damage to the drawing arm may have occurred at the same time.
Result: The head and its associated mechanism were not attached to the body.
5) Lost action of the eyes caused by incorrectly positioned (but otherwise undamaged) parts:
Result: The vertical motion of the glass eyes was inactive.
6) Missing pieces resulting in loss of action:
Result: Lateral eye movement is entirely lost; and possibly an action of dipping the pen in an
inkwell may be lost as proposed by Joseph Balt, perhaps through observation of the mechanism or
the recess in the writing table, or influenced by reading of automata that have this action.
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DETAILED SUMMARY OF THE RESTORATION FOLLOWS
(The numbering system initiated below is independent of the basic summary above)

PRELIMINARIES
1) Removed mechanism from cabinet:
Identified location of mounting screws, hidden beneath the green felt under the glass, around the
rim of the cabinet top plate. Conducted removal of the entire mechanism with three assistants,
taking precautions to prevent damage to delicate portions of mechanism, while raising the 200pound (approximate weight) mechanism up and clear of the cabinet.
NOTE: A sling was employed to stabilize the mechanism upon reinstallation in the cabinet.
1A) Original writing implement and new repair date discovered:
Found hidden under the top plate, in an iron channel within the upper cabinet framework, was the
exquisitely detailed, apparently original brass writing implement housing, and an envelope that reestablished the date of completion of the first Franklin Institute restoration of the automaton by
Halsey T. Roberts to 1932 (1934 had been stated earlier, and the name given as “Charles Roberts”
in the 1956 Coulson report). The pen tip was absent, so the original means of marking the paper
(graphite, ink, nib, brush, etc.) remains unknown.
Charles Penniman reports that he returned the implement holder to this protected location.
2) Temporary writing desk fabricated for all testing of drawings:
After the figure and mechanism were removed from the cabinet, measurements were taken to
establish the correct total height of the original drawing desk, by adding cabinet depth in inches to
the thickness of the glass and the height from the top surface of the glass to the top of the metal
desk. The total length was then measured from the surface of the worktable under the exposed
mechanism, (originating point equal to the floor of the original cabinet), up to the structural brass
top plate of the mechanism frame that normally resides directly under the glass top. A simple
calculation to establish total height was made, to equal the original desktop position, and Joe
Moynahan in TFI Program Support was tasked with making a temporary wood writing desk for
calibration of all of the automatonʼs writing adjustments during its time outside of the cabinet, when
the original writing desk that is mounted to the large viewing glass would be impractical to use.

POTENTIALLY DETRIMENTAL CONDITION #1: Rotational motor end-plate
3) Tightened the rotational motor end plate. Refer to section (2a), page 5:
All mountings and end plates for the entire mainspring & cam drive assembly (cam bank rotational
motor, right side) were found to be loose, causing excessive movement of the gear train, fusees
and spring barrels when winding the springs. If left unattended, this condition could have resulted
in excessive wear or damage to gears, arbors, pivots and bushings, and incorrect mesh of gear
teeth and leaves. Possible sudden destructive release of spring tension, and run on the gears was
possible if loosening of the plate screws continued to the point of complete disengagement. All
plate screws were loose, with some more than 1/8” out from their seated position.

POTENTIALLY DETRIMENTAL CONDITION #2: Shoulder Lock-up
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(MECHANISM CRASH STUDY & REPAIRS)
4) Identified cause of crash that prevents a full cycle. Refer to section (2c), page 5:
A crash condition could occur during the rotations of the cam bank, causing the entire mechanism
to come to an abrupt halt, with a possibility of collateral damage to the surface of the cams.
After tightening the rotational motor end plate as noted above, the machine could be safely wound
up and set in motion, so the work of correcting its other faults could begin. At this time the focus
was not yet on creating a drawing, but just to enable the cam bank to reliably complete its rotations.
As such, there was no writing desk under the automatonʼs drawing arm and all mechanism was
exposed. The moving parts at the shoulder of the drawing arm were closely watched, as per Mr.
Szczepanowski juniorʼs observation that the crash appeared to be related to jamming of parts in
the shoulder.
First attempt: Upon winding and lifting the starting lever, the cam bank began to rotate as normal
and proceeded to complete one revolution, although a momentary but noticeable hesitation was
noticed once during the course of the revolution. The symptom cleared of its own accord with the
exact cause unnoticed, and the cam bank completed its cycle.
Second attempt: Successful; no hesitation noticed this time, as the cam bank completed a second
revolution. However, it was clearly observed that a steering knuckle on the rotating plate near the
top of the shoulder (that controls the drawing arm lateral motion) would swing dangerously close to,
and threaten to trap the slender brass top of the drawing armʼs lifting rod, at various points in the
movement of both parts, as the cam followers down in the cabinet below traversed the surfaces of
the cams. Although there was no definite pinching of these parts, clearance between them reduced
to essentially zero at several times during the course of the revolution of the cam bank.
Third attempt: Disruptive action was again evident on the 3rd full rotation, similar to the first
attempt. The two affected parts in the shoulder were studied for possible ways to adjust and
improve clearances, but no provision for such adjustment was found. It was decided to attempt
another revolution of the cam bank, with the idea of stopping the rotation at first sign of hesitation,
to maintain the shoulder parts in their least favorable juxtaposition and trace the cause.
Fourth attempt: Hard jamming on 4th attempt, with full lockup of the two interfering shoulder parts,
resulting in a sudden, complete freeze of all mechanism. At this time, the shoulder was
disassembled to relieve the tension and reduce the chance of collateral damage.
PRELIMINARY REPAIR:
1) Removed the retaining screws and back plate (structural member between the
automatonʼs neck and right shoulder).
2) Disengaged the transverse link attached to the rotational plate in the shoulder, enabling it
to safely release the trapped drawing arm lift-rod, and to relieve pressure on the cam follower at the
opposite end of the linkage, that stopped the motor.
The challenge here was that by all appearances, one of the parts in interference (the brass top
section of the steel forearm lift rod located in the upper arm) had an appropriate look and shape,
and moved within its (apparently appropriate) operating quadrant in a natural way until interference
occurred. This required analysis of the positions of all associated moving parts in all operating
modes, studies of the service adjustments of those parts, and whether such adjustments could
correct the fault, which required reassembly and additional running, with a plan to shut down the
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rotational motor immediately via its brake, the moment that the space between the interfering parts
was seen to reduce to near zero.
3) Reassembled shoulder linkages and structure.
4) Ran the cam bank through one additional revolution, noted the unsafe condition
imminent, and shut down the rotational motor.
As no adjustments were discovered that would preclude interference (built-in adjustments for length
of components was considered and dismissed), a further analysis of the problems relating to the
brass forearm lift-rod, and its immediate operating area was conducted. Alternative operating
quadrants, and a possible different original shape for this part were considered. The conclusion
was that the rod top had become deformed; caused by being caught up in the lateral drawing-arm
rotational plateʼs steering knuckle, and forced hard against the interior right shoulder framework.
The apparent answer was to change the angle of the bend in the brass top of the drawing armʼs liftrod, so that its normal travel would miss the steering knuckle by a safe margin, at all times during
the course of all drawings and poems, when these parts naturally change proximity to each other.
4A) Repaired jamming condition that caused stopping:
5) Disassembled all parts necessary to access and remove the deformed forearm lift rod.
6) Made a preliminary mild correction to distance the rod further from the rotational plate.
7) Reassembled and tested.
Initial test of first (mild) correction: Unfavorable dynamic positions of the rotating plate, spotted
momentarily in certain parts of some of the drawings, resulted in several near-hits and without
warning, a repeat of the damage; catching, dragging and pressing the drawing armʼs lift-rod into its
former deformed shape. The mild adjustment made in step 6 had given notably safer operating
clearances between the two interfering parts, and the machine appeared to work without trouble
through several revolutions; the equivalent of completing three to four drawings, before the trouble
recurred. It was apparent that certain moments occur, only during specific parts of some of the
drawings that result in extended excursions of the drawing arm. This in turn will inevitably bring the
two offending parts into closer proximity, risking potentially destructive contact.
Further study of the entire structure and area where the two parts do their work, revealed a deeply
milled diagonal groove in the interior wall of the structural brassworks surrounding the front of the
right shoulder. This groove is not normally visible when standing close to the figure, but can only be
seen by looking up from below, and toward the front. Flashlight helps.
It was apparent that the lift-rodʼs top section (that interferes with the rotational steering knuckle),
had once been able to travel into this cavity at certain moments during the drawing. The fact that
the cavity was well beyond the lift-rodʼs current operating area, and impossible for it to reach,
suggested that the shape (curve) of the lift-rodʼs brass top section was not remotely what it should
be and that the first correction, while improving clearances, still was not nearly sufficient to enable
the lift-rod to occupy its normal operating quadrant. The lift-rod had become severely miss-shaped,
possibly as a result of the same handling damage during inter-museum loan that resulted in the
facture of the figureʼs head attaching ring (covered in section 6, below).
Testing; a combination of physically extending the drawing arm (with motor off), and visualizing
where the lift-rod would travel if all fore-&-aft curve were removed from its brass top, proved this to
be a correct assumption. If the brass rod-top were made straight (instead of the current curved
shape), the lift-rod would arrive in the groove when the drawing hand is at its furthest natural
excursion from the body, without interfering on any other moving parts or structure.
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FINAL REPAIR:
8) The forearm lift-rod was made straight, removing all of the curve as seen from the side,
leaving only the upper portion of the curve on the opposite plane, where it dips toward its swivel
mounting.
9) The shoulder frame and surrounding mechanism were reassembled adjusted and tested.
Final test of (macro) correction: Proved that the change to the rod shape was correct and enabled
proper operation within the forward operating quadrant. A safe dynamic clearance to all nearby
moving parts was achieved, during the full travel of all seven selections. Before-and-after photos
were taken to illustrate the before-and-after shape and configuration of the forearm lifting rod and
its brass upper section, and all associated components.

POTENTIALLY DETRIMENTAL CONDITION #3: Cam follower resting position
5) Adjusted cam follower runway tracking position. Refer to section (2b), page 5:
Cam follower tracking on runways (*) was out of adjustment. This resulted in a hazardously close
clearance of less than one millimeter, between the tip of the laterally fixed center cam follower, and
a deep notch in the laterally traveling steel runway. Wear lines evident on runways indicated that
this adjustment had been gradually creeping over time, to the point where potentially destructive
interference was imminent. #1 follower also had minimally safe clearance.
Adjustment of the cam bank stopping position was made to restore safe engagement of cam
follower tips to runways. NOTE: This adjustment involves lever (H) and ramp (A-1), refer to Balt.
* “Runways” = Steel sliding strips that are permanently affixed to the cam bank, perpendicular to
the cams, the runways span the full length of the cam bank from left to right, in three sections; one
section for each major cam set. As the cam bank completes each full revolution, these steel strips
come to rest at the 12 oʼclock position, just before the lateral shifting of the cam bank takes place.
Ramps that are integral to the final span of each brass cam, and terminating at the steel runways,
cause the tips of the three cam followers to simultaneously and rapidly rise up and come to rest on
their respective runways, just before the rotational motor automatically switches off. This enables
the lateral motor to safely slide the whole cam bank sideways one position (or its full length when
resetting to drawing number one), without catching the tips of the cam followers between the cams,
or in the notches on the far edges of the runways, avoiding damage to the cam followers or cams.

HEAD MECHANISM REPAIRS and ANALYSIS
6) Reattached head and associated links to body. Refer to section (4), page 6:
1) DAMAGED PARTS REMOVED: Removed remnants of existing broken ring, half from
the head and half from the yoke. The ring-half that remained in the neck was still retained by pins,
but loose. The ring-half on the yoke remained attached to the head-tilt trunnions.
2) ENGINEERED IMPROVED HEAD-ATTACHING RING: Instructed TFI machinist Kevin
McLear on the requisite fabrication details needed for a modified thicker replacement brass headmounting ring, denoting specific areas of metal removal on both faces with black marker. The
original ring was of barely adequate thickness to capture the 5 attaching pins, which were not
uniformly distanced vertically; so one pin might barely engage the ring at bottom, another at top.
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The new ring was roughed out using a milling machine, and hand finished as needed for best fit.
The ring was made to accommodate the original trunnions for mounting to the head yoke, drilled
and tapped for the trunnion locating pins and retaining screws. Screws were installed with Loctite.
To compensate for the added thickness and facilitate future removal for servicing, the new ring was
designed with a relief at opposite leading edges, to enable insertion of the head onto the ring at a
slight angle, followed by hooking a finger up into the neck and pulling the ring down level, with the
figureʼs head held level, enabling the ring to lock into final position.
The original five attachment positions of the ring to the neck were retained (no new holes). The
new ring accepts five size 2-56 machine screws through the original holes in the neck, into holes
drilled and tapped in the ring. Some video and photo documentation was taken of this process.
3) FINAL FINISHING AND INSTALLATION OF RING: Prior to final installation, the ring was
test-fitted and hand-finished by file as needed, to fit the irregular neck cavity. When the head is
installed on the ring, care must be taken to avoid interference of the eye mechanism with the eyeactivating rod (vert motion). Once the head is installed, the nodding rod is attached at rear of neck.
NOTE: If it becomes necessary to remove the head, follow the following steps:
1) Remove cotter pin, disconnect vertical link from mount at rear bottom of neck.
2) Remove the five small brass machine screws from perimeter of neck.
3) With the head in its upright position, grasp the head and neck gently and securely with
one hand, tilt the mounting ring upward at its rear edge, while simultaneously preventing the
head from tipping forward.
4) Lift head upward and off of retaining ring.
At all times, take care to prevent undue contact and consequent bending of the fixed rod inside the
head, and interference with hardware inside the head, as this will throw off the adjustment of the
eyes. To install the head reverse the procedure, taking care to pivot the rear of the neck-mounting
ring back and down until the bottom edge of the ring rests upon the top of the mounting tab located
at the bottom back of the neck. Insert 5 brass screws.
7) Compensated for wear in head-turning pivot socket. Refer to section (3), page 5 & 6:
PRELIMINARY STUDY:
Disassembled the pivot-arm that is pinned to the rear of the head-turning yoke (retained via an
inverted j-shaped pin). This pivot-arm, which should only be permitted to swivel on the horizontal
plane, also showed approximately 30º of vertical movement (tilt) caused by excessive wear, which
in turn was caused by incorrectly configured parts (see detail, section 8 below). The pivot-arm
should have essentially zero vertical movement.
Prolonged application of force over the course of many years, applied to the wrong part of this
component forced it to operate at a wear-inducing angle.
7A) REPAIR:
Shaped and installed a shim between the top of the pivot-arm and its mounting groove, to
compensate for the lost motion and restore travel of the pivot-arm to only the horizontal plane.
8) Restored correct lateral movement to head. Refer to section (3), page 5 & 6:
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PRELIMINARY STUDY:
The movement of the figureʼs head was envisioned and engineered by Maillardet to be expressive
and life-like. The head is driven by a pair of dedicated cams at the far right end of the cam bank,
and is comprised of rotational motion of the head in combination with a gradual vertical or nodding
motion. The movements are described in space dimensionally as the polar coordinates of the two
motions in three dimensions, much as the drawing hand creates expressive two-dimensional line
on paper from the polar coordinates of the drawing cams.
While the proper rotational motion of the head (horizontal plane) had been lost for many years, the
vertical motion has remained working as follows: The head lowers to face the drawing table at the
start of a selection, nods gradually up and down during the course of a drawing or poem, and then
tips up to come face to face with its audience at the conclusion of the selection. Two to three times
per drawing, the head momentarily repeats this action, when the cam bank completes one full
rotation and laterally shifts to position the next trio of cams under the followers. Total time for the
shift is about three seconds.
In addition to the vertical motion just described, it was intended that the head simultaneously move
(albeit more subtly) to the left and right of center, in coordination with the nodding motion while the
writing hand moves, thus conveying an impression of the automatonʼs cognizance of its own work,
as it creates a masterpiece. It is the coordinated movement of the head in both planes, dependent
upon combining the nodding action with the compromised rotational motion, which has been
absent these many years.
Determining and correcting the causes of the lost motion involved identifying and repairing a
severely misshapen part; “pivot-arm” described in section (7) immediately above, and reconfiguring
the assembly order of a number of incorrectly configured adjoining components that are involved
with the turning of the figureʼs head and minor movement of the figureʼs left arm. The incorrectly
assembled / incorrectly adjusted parts included the head-yoke pivot-arm, the small L-bracket (cord
anchor) on the pivot-arm, the figureʼs left arm-activating lever and pin, the vertical iron strip-spring
(head-turn, right), the turnbuckle and the pulley & cable (head-turn, left).
8A) DETAILED OBSERVATIONS:
The damaged pivot-arm was determined to have been forcibly bent, from a nearly straight shape
(as Maillardet must have originally intended it), into a tight, 90-degree angle. This could only have
been done by human intervention (not caused by interference of mechanism as in (4) above. The
top of the vertical iron strip-spring was found to be incorrectly engaged, with its force brought to
bear on the surface of the outside bend of the incorrectly shaped pivot-arm, which in turn forced the
pivot-arm to operate always with an added, counter-productive downward force. This caused
excessive friction, impeding rotational motion of the figureʼs head, and exacerbated wear to the
groove in the head-turning yoke where the pivot-arm mounts. Further impeding correct operation,
the steel pin mounted at the top of the figureʼs left-arm balance lever was incorrectly nested into the
crook formed by the upturned end of the miss-shaped pivot-arm, where it would frequently pop out
when the head began to turn.
Notable wear on the rear-facing part of the pivot-arm bend (at the corner formed by the unnatural
bend), combined with excessive wear at the pivot-arm mount, is evidence of the prolonged
operation of these parts in the wrong configuration. Estimated span of time operating in this mode
is not less than 75 years (1932 – 2007) and may be much longer if the faulty configuration predates the Roberts restoration.
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8B) REPAIR PROCEDURES, HEAD MOVEMENT:
Preliminary repairs to the head action consisted of the following dedicated operations:
1) Gently removed the 90º bend from the pivot-arm, maintaining only a slight slope near the
pivot end of the arm, where it connects to the head-turning yoke. Before installing the restored
pivot-arm in the yoke, a shim was added to compensate for wear as noted in (7) above.
2) The top of the strip-spring was placed in contact with the outer end of the restored pivotarm. It is significant to note that this outer end of the pivot-arm was originally milled or filed for this
purpose, although the milled end was not in view (it faced the floor, when it should have faced
rearward). This milled end was not in contact with anything, in the faulty configuration.
3) Once the strip-spring was in proper contact with the outer end of the pivot-arm, the steel
pin on the figureʼs left arm lever was placed in its proper position on the outside of the strip-spring.
In the old configuration, the steel pin of the left arm lever was incorrectly placed in the crook at the
end of the malformed pivot-arm, adding to the strain. In the reconfigured mode, the steel pin rests
against the upper, outer surface of the iron strip spring, thus recruiting the mass of the figureʼs left
arm as an assist for the strip-spring. This aids head-turn, right, and provides improved compliance
of the head-activating cam follower with the head-activating cam in the cabinet below, while slightly
elevating the left arm. Peaks in the head-activating cam provide head-turn, left, via the cable and
pulley, while the combination of strip spring and left-arm mass provides head-turn, right. Evidence
of very mild wear is noted as a smooth area on the outside, upper back of the iron strip-spring, at
the corrected contact point where the figureʼs left arm lever pin rests, confirming that correct
configuration at this junction is likely restored.
4) The moving parts were lightly lubricated; head yoke trunnions, yoke pivot, pivot-arm,
pulley, and rod linkages.
5) Movement of the head was then tested over the course of a number of drawings. While
the head action was notably improved at this point, it was found that the head would sometimes
experience momentary delays and not always positively rotate right, or would come to a
momentary, unnatural stop at the transition point between right rotation and left rotation.
Weakening of the original vertical iron strip spring was identified as the likely cause of this
operating defect: Weakness at this point results in the tip of the head-turning cam-follower
sometimes missing the lowest part of the valleys in the head-turning cam.
To compensate for this condition, an extension (tension-assist) spring was added at the outer end
of the steel pin, at the point where the figureʼs left arm pivot pin touches the upper end of the
vertical strip spring, the opposite end of the assist spring being anchored to a pre-existing mounting
screw on the body. The spring length was calibrated to be nearly relaxed when the head is in its
full cw excursion to minimize cam wear. Notebook entries and photographs were made to illustrate
the before and after shape and configuration of the affected parts and associated components.
6) The turnbuckle on the head-turning cam activating rod (that establishes the range and
center position of the head) was disassembled and the encrusted threads of the steel linkage were
restored for ease of adjustment and calibration upon reassembly.
7) The yellow nylon cord that was found connecting the pivot-arm to the activating rod was
replaced with a braided copper cord, trimmed and soldered. The length of the cord was determined
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by the head (yoke) position, taking into account its total range of motion, in relation to the total
excursion of the connecting rod that travels down the back, to the cam follower pair in the cabinet
that controls the head and eye motion. Based on the shape of the associated pulley and rod-end,
the original flexible link was possibly a thin strip of metal and not a cord of round cross-section.
8) The small L-bracket that attaches the upper end of the cord to the pivot-arm was
loosened and rotated to an improved position, averaged to be optimized for all positions of the
figureʼs head during normal range of motion, and secured.
9) To complete the restoration of the head motion, the turnbuckle was then adjusted for
equidistant rotation of the head around a center position that is based on when the automaton is at
rest.
10) Final observation of the restored head motion was conducted with satisfactory results
and all positions and hardware made secure.
8C) Photo reference & identification, further to sec. 8 immediately above:
BEFORE REPAIR, COMPOSITE PHOTO SET:
The significantly deformed brass connecting piece (“A” in reference photo, before repair), is at one
end pinned to the rotating yoke that turns the head, and at the other is in contact with two
components that are located in the left shoulder and upper back: The tall vertical iron strip-spring
“B” is bracketed to the left lower end of the figureʼs torso plate, and a horizontal steel pin and link
“C” gives a small movement to the figureʼs left arm. In its faulty arrangement, the crook formed by
the upturned end of the part “A” lightly cups the steel pin “C”, atop the left armʼs connecting link.
Evidence of a prior different configuration, included an unexplained neatly filed groove in the
underside of the crook end of “A”, indicating that either additional parts were missing, or that part
“A” was not correctly oriented or shaped. The most compelling argument for this supposition was
that the geometry of “A” in relation to the head-rotating yoke, was grossly incorrect as far as
efficient transfer of power is concerned, with the point of pressure from the spring “B” and the steel
pin of “C” being located incorrectly; well below where part “A” pivots within the head-turning yoke.
This is certainly at odds with the master engineerʼs touch that is characteristic of the rest of
Maillardetʼs automaton. The ultimate result of the total, incorrect arrangement was a sloppy and
very unreliable fit where parts “A”, “B” and “C” came together, which must have gotten
progressively worse as time and use went on. By Coulsonʼs own account (Ca. 1956), the
automaton was put to work producing more than 10,000 drawings per year at The Franklin.
AFTER REPAIR, COMPOSITE PHOTO SET: Shows all parts in their restored operating positions.

EYE MECHANISM REPAIRS and ANALYSIS
9) Reconditioned movable eye assembly:
As a prerequisite to subsequent work on the eye action, removed the eyes and their associated
mechanism from the head. Disassembled, cleaned and re-tensioned the internal lever springs
(that prevent eye wobble by maintaining steady, light pressure), and adjusted the related parts.
Noted the presence of disused hardware in the eye mechanism, revealing that the eyes were once
capable of lateral motion as well as vertical. A photographic record of this was made.
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NOTE: It is quite possible to restore lateral movement of the eyes if desired, by identifying
Maillardetʼs intended arrangement of parts (now missing) that once enabled life-like lateral motion
of the eyes. Study of linkage routing and motion-originating locations is needed.
10) Restored vertical eye motion:
This action had apparently been non-functional since the ca. 1871 restoration by Brock, or possibly
the restoration completed by H. T. Roberts in 1932.
Identified the function of a previously unidentified small brass rod inside the figureʼs head that
attaches to an L bracket that limits rearward tilt of the head. The fixed end of the rod had come
loose in its soldered mounting, and was not engaged with any mechanism. By rotating it through
its possible positions and studying its relative position to other mechanism, the rod was determined
to be a control lever for vertical eyeball movement, but was well out of place from its normal
operating position. The following steps were taken to restore movement to the eyeballs. Note that
this movement is unrelated to, and separate from movement of the eyelids:
1) Established the general mounting angle of the rod relative to its contact point behind the
eyes. To establish a more exact mounting position, tested the mounting angle by checking the rod
clearance from the figureʼs head interior at the rear to its eye mechanics, in all head positions.
2) Re-soldered the rod to its mount, in close approximation to final position, as indicated.
3) Adjusted the rod engagement with the eye mechanism to more accurate position.
4) Tested and made final adjustments, monitoring eye positions through range of programs.
10A): Adjusted eyelid motion:
As part of the restoration work detailed in this report, the balancing point of the existing
counterweighted arrangement was calibrated for the most appropriate action within the restored
range of motion of the head outlined in section (8), above.
Photo reference & identification:
In addition to the eyelids, the eyeballs were designed to roll slightly up and down, along with the
up-down movement of the head. This action was found to be non-functional. The activating piece
for it turned out to be a slender brass rod “D” soldered to a bracket “E” that attaches to the front of
the head anchor with a screw. As found, brass rod “D” was somewhat loosely attached as a result
of the failure of its solder joint (this was likely done later), and its function was unknown. Study
revealed that when “D” was manually rotated up and around to contact the eyeball trigger “F”, it
was found properly positioned to activate the eyes. This vertical eyeball action is minimal, and
quite possibly intentional. Fine detail of movement is subtle but important to convincingly reinforce
the illusion of life.

LOST LATERAL EYE MOTION ANALYSIS / MISSING PARTS STUDY
10B): Photo reference & identification, further to sec. 8 above:
In addition to the eyelids and the vertical motion of the eyeballs, (during which the iris are always at
center position), there is yet an entire additional set of currently idle hardware, which would have
enabled the addition of lateral movement of the eyeballs, so that the iris would appear to travel left
and right within the eye sockets. There is currently found installed, a fixed armature that holds the
eyeballs so they appear looking straight ahead. The quality of the rough-hewn wood holders at the
back of the glass eyes is poor in relation to the aesthetic of the rest of the mechanism, and does
not have provision to interface with the swiveling rings “G” that would have enabled a lateral
movement to the eyeballs, as they certainly must have done when the automaton was younger.
The rings likely held the eyes much the same as wire-rim eyeglasses hold lenses. Further to this,
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each eye ring has a slender, curved control rod “H” that leads down toward the neck. At one time,
these rods would likely have been loosely coupled to a horizontal-going connecting link, placed
within or below the lower neck. The connecting link would have in turn been activated by an offset
crank at the top of a vertical link coming up through the torso and into the neck cavity. It is possible
that the original movement for this link may have been associated with the lateral drawing hand
movement, controlled by the center cam follower. Alternatively, the (missing) horizontal link may
have been attached to fixed structure such as the vertical member that limits the head tilt and
supports the rod that controls vertical eye movement.
Note that there is evidence of some missing mechanism, which may have been associated with the
lost lateral eye action, including a small-diameter steel pin, found attached to the eye mechanism
inside the head in a horizontal position, and a pair of small holes in the head yoke, which appear to
have once retained a short horizontal limit pin. This pair of holes is located at the right rear of the
fixed ring that supports the headʼs rotating yoke. Perhaps related to this missing pin, a small
vertical wear mark can be seen in the back upper wall of a rectangular opening, that could have
been made by the missing pin. This may also be evidence of a missing vertical link that may have
come up through the upper torso, perhaps attached at its lower end to the drawing hand lateral
mechanism. The rod may have had an offset top, which would have acted as a crank to rock a
connecting link inside the head or neck, from left to right. This arrangement would have enabled the
eyes to approximate the lateral travel of the drawing hand, as it described lines on the paper.
An unexplained extra pivot pin might have once linked to the eyelids. This pivot pin is located at
the far left end of the rocking crossbar (at the back of the figure between the shoulders-- The rocker
that raises and lowers the right hand). Such an arrangement may have enabled the eyelids to lower
or rise in conjunction with the handʼs vertical movement. Peripheral to this, probably meant to
augment but not replace a more prominent action, the eye-swiveling links “H” appear to have some
relationship to the movement of the eyelids, possibly enabling the eyelids to flutter or move when
the iris reach their left or right limits.

HEAD SHELL & REAR HEAD ARMATURE WORK
11) Straightened two creases (shallow but plainly visible dents) in top of head:
Employed standard sheetmetal straightening methods to fix damage from at the top of the head.
One crease appeared to predate the paint, which I assume to be ca. 1932, the other crease
appeared to be of more recent origin since the paint around the damage was cracked and chipped.
Additional restoration of a cracked area under the nose, and expert cosmetic restoration of various
damage to the existing paintwork on the head and hands was performed by Matthew
Szczepanowski prior to the start of “The Amazing Machine” exhibit.
12) Restored armature (improved the shape & integrity) that forms the back of the head:
As found, the armature that forms the skeletal shape for the back of the head was found to be
loose in its mountings and the upper forward portions of the strips had excessive space where they
should have pressed against the underside of the top of the head shell. Repairs: Soldered broken
connection between two strips, straightened mounting flanges and improved the general shape.
Secured the structure and adjusted the framework so two topmost strips press with light tension
against the underside of the opening in the top of the head shell.

RESTORED DRAWING PERSPECTIVE (Refer to image on page 39 of this report)
13) Corrected the distorted perspective of the drawings:
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Three adjustments in the form of jaw-and-stub turnbuckles, affect the drawing perspective. These
were found to require attention as follows:
1) Figureʼs lateral drawing hand position (center follower):
Large adjustment of 9 full revolutions required to add length (+5, +3, +2, -1, with incremental tests).
2) The fore-aft hand adjustment (extension, left follower, as viewed facing the figure):
Mild adjustment required to reduce the total length (-2).
3) The lift position (right follower, as viewed facing the figure):
Mild adjustment required to add length (+1).
It is to be noted that prior to these adjustments, the lift (13C) would also have been affected by the
malformed drawing-arm lift link outlined in #3 above, the bend in the brass rod-top having the same
effect as shortening the rod. Any adjustments made prior to repairs might have been
compensating for errors caused by damaged parts.
13A) Study & Analysis: Writing-arm coordinated action in relation to perspective & size:
Analysis of the distorted drawings in relation to the mechanism revealed inefficiencies in the
adjustment of connecting rods, which sacrificed the range of motion and final positioning of the
writing arm. The result was poor coordination of the lateral action of the writing arm in relation to
the fore-aft action and its associated adjustment, negatively affecting the linearity of the drawings.
The visible result was a severely distorted perspective with some sacrifice of the size. A series of
adjustments were made as detailed above, until a relatively normal image perspective and size
was restored. Comparison to early drawings on file showed matching perspective and size, with
the new drawings having greater detail.
TEMPORARY WRITING DESK:
The above adjustments were performed using a temporary wood writing desk prepared to
Andrewʼs specifications by Program Support, and positioned on the mechanism framework (without
glass top) to simulate the height of the actual desk. Paper shims were employed to improve the
accuracy of the final position.
PLEASE NOTE: Any future adjustments to the connecting rod turnbuckles should NOT be made
without first noting exactly their existing positions, followed by recording how many turns or halfturns are made to the turnbuckles to achieve final adjustment, as well as the direction of the turns

MOTOR SHIFTING ISSUES: ADJUSTED MOTOR TIMING AND SYNCHRONIZATION
14) Timing adjustments & shift corrections:
A series of adjustments to the timing (event coordination) of the two dedicated mechanisms was
made. The positions of the adjustable vanes on two speed regulators (governors, two vanes per
motor) were initially found to be notably incorrect, and the vanes on each regulator out of parallel.
One governors controls the transverse motor speed (left-hand motor, facing the figure), and the
other controls the speed of the cam rotation (right-hand motor). Proper adjustment and inertia
improves the reliability of the shift mechanism, enabling the drawing to automatically progress from
one segment to the next without stopping. A second vital function of correct coordination is to
prevent premature shifting, which will crash the mechanism. Ample evidence of this type of crash
was found, manifested as lateral bends of several degrees in a number of the cams, near-to and
below the steel runways. Careful straightening of this damage was done during the restoration.
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Please see the important note below with instructions to safely release the mechanism should such
a crash occur.
Only one adjustment was made to the shift mechanism governor (left-hand motor), and this was to
reset the vanes to a parallel position. The new position took into account the angle of each vane
as found, and reset them to provide approximately the same air resistance as the formerly
combined out-of-parallel positions.
The cam rotation governor (right-hand motor) was taken through several adjustments in each
direction during the course of the work, while noting the result of each adjustment and its effect on
the timing. The was to create as reliable a shift as possible, from one change of cam trios to the
next trio. During the course of any one of the automatonʼs complete programs, the shift should
occur automatically until all cam trios of a particular selection have been run through, and then the
mechanism should automatically stop all action of both motors until the operator manually lifts the
starting lever to initiate the next program.
Adjustments pertaining to the interplay of the motors are found to have critical tolerances. Slightest
change in the shift fork lock-down position, ramp trigger and motor speeds can degrade reliability.
All adjustments are interrelated, and each influences the other. Climatic changes may also affect
reliability of this temperamental mechanism, as it is currently configured.
As noted in email records, during the first year after restoration Charles Penniman made an
adjustment or a number of adjustments to slow the shift governor (transverse motor), in attempts to
improve the action of the automatic shift from one motor to the other during the program change.
JOSEPH BALT PRECAUTION STATEMENT (1981): “DRUM AND CAM OPERATION”
Drum (Cam) speed is critical to the proper operation of the shifting mechanism! If the drum is rotating too
fast the shifting mechanism is not tripped on each and every revolution, it doesn’t have time to get up enough
inertia to shift before it is rotated into lock position again. If the drum is too slow the shifting starts to take
place before the styluses are out and clear of the cams and rest on the bars! DO NOT decide to speed up or
slow down the cams for convenience. This will adversely affect the tripping operation of the shifting
mechanism. TIMING IS THE KEY to proper operation. It may be necessary from time to time to readjust
the timing due to wear or lubrication. ONLY someone qualified with the knowledge of the sequence of
operation should try to adjust this, otherwise damage to the cams will result! --Joseph R. Balt

SHIFT MECHANISM FAILURE SCENARIOS: Case Study / Part I, Premature Shift
14A) Addendum to Timing adjustments: shifting errors:
There are essentially four motor shifting failure scenarios, but itʼs important to note that at least one
of them (#4 below) could cause damage:
1) FAILED ADVANCE (STOP): Shift mechanism activates, but doesn't automatically move the cam
deck to the next set of cams at the conclusion of a rotation, in the course of executing a program.
Result: Rotational motor stops but doesnʼt trigger lateral motor. The operator simply lifts the
starting lever to run the next segment. You still get a good drawing or poem when it is completed,
but it requires human intervention to do what the machine should have done automatically.
2) SKIPPED SEGMENT: When changing from one segment of a drawing or poem to the next, the
Shift mechanism skips past an indexing segment or a stop, and rests on a following stop.
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Result: The drawing or poem is incomplete (missing one of drawing segments) or is overwritten by
part of the next drawing or poem.
3) FAILED ADVANCE (NO STOP): The shift mechanism fails to trip altogether, rotation continues.
Result: A cam trio will repeat, causing a doubling of one segment of the drawing or poem.
4) PREMATURE SHIFT ADVISORY: Shift starts prematurely, causing the cam bank to move
laterally before the cam followers have been safely ramped up on the runways. This allows the
followers to fall between the cams, jamming the cam followers hard against the side of the cams.
Result: The machine crashes and must be manually set back to a non-tension position in order to
safely extract the cam followers. Damage can occur, particularly if these instructions aren't carried
out to the letter. See instructions for safely resetting, section 24, page 26.

SHIFT MECHANISM POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS
14B) Study & Analysis: motor shifting parts and potential issues / corrections:
I have some ideas in mind that may improve the reliability of the shift mechanism. Based on the
modern appearance of the brass bar stock seen in the shifting forks and related parts, it appears
that a significant portion of this mechanism has been replaced. Photographs by Joseph Balt (1980
repairs), reveal that a number of new parts that are involved with the index wheel and motor
shifting were remade at that time, including a portion of the surface of the index wheel, the indexing
selector lever that engages the notches on the index wheel and other shifting mechanism
components. It is noted that the old selector lever was jointed in the middle, whereas the
replacement one was made rigid. This bears further investigation, as the joint may have had some
role in reducing shift errors.
Another area that appears to have been heavily reworked is the adjustable ramp (adjustment
provision possibly added later), notch and pawl at the right-hand end of the cam bank. This feature,
shown as (A1) and (B) in Baltʼs drawing, comprises the portion of the motor shifting mechanism
that first triggers the cam bank rotational motor to stop at the correct time by arresting the motion of
the wheel (I), with hook (H), while simultaneously lifting the forks (C-1 & C-2), initiating the lateral
movement of the cam bank and releasing the selector lever (F) from index wheel (G).
REFER TO JOSEPH BALT SHIFT SEQUENCE EXPLANATION (1981) AND BALT DRAWING, PAGE 21

Since some original parts have been replaced (notably, A-1, C-2 and F), and no currently known
record survives showing of the exact configuration of the original shifting fork (positioned near the
interior left end plate of the main frame), there is no way of knowing whether the current parts
faithfully replicate the original design of this mechanism. Balt remade lever (F) differently from the
one that it replaced, which in photographs appears to be early or original, relocating its fulcrum.
Given that the automaton was built for long life and exhibition, it seems unlikely that this aspect of
the mechanism would have been made to require such critical adjustment. We know that a few
select parts of the automaton have been reconfigured or replaced. As such, some nuance or
supplementary part of the original mechanism may have been lost along the way. It may be
possible to engineer a non-invasive, workaround to address the indexing/shift reliability issue,
possibly with the help of small-gauge extension springs at the fork. It may be worthwhile to plan
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future work here. Time constraints during the 2007 restoration and subsequent work have
precluded further study of this issue.
At the conclusion of the April 2007 restoration, the automaton was briefly run through a portion of
its programming. At that time the automaton exhibited perfect cueing within each program. Ten
perfect, consecutive shifts occurred, with each completed segment automatically indexing the next,
and the mechanism came to a natural stop, as it should at the conclusion of each selection. Prior
to final adjustments, the usual number of consecutively perfect shifts was closer to five or six.
Between April and November of 2007, Charles Penniman made additional adjustments to the
motor synchronization in an attempt to improve the reliability of the shift, as noted elsewhere in this
document. During demonstrations on November 4, 2007 (public debut / Brian Selznick booksigning event at The Franklin), the automatic shifts appeared to occurr normally.

ELIMINATED LOST MOTION AT STARTING LEVER
15) Identified and Repaired lost motion in shift mechanism pawl:
With ongoing difficulties in obtaining reliable operation from the shift mechanism, a further search
of defects in the mechanism was conducted, which revealed significant wear and/or imperfect fit at
the junction of the reproduction start/shift lever (manual lift pawl) and the square shaft that it
mounts to. This resulted in excessive movement of the pawl in relation to the shaft vertically and
laterally, and excessive end-shake. The latter was minimized by filing a square hole in a small
brass washer sourced for the purpose, which was then installed between the back of the pawl hub
and the shaft. This adequately compensated for the end shake and subsequent lost motion at that
location. This was then followed by trimming and inserting a piece of .0025” shim stock between
the square shaft and the start/shift lever hub, to compensate for the lateral and vertical wear.
Charles Penniman sourced the shim stock. One strip of shim stock was trimmed to the width and
length of the hole in the pawl hub, and a half-length shim installed in the broader part of the gap to
compensate for the natural taper of square shaft that the selector lever is mounted on.
15A) Adjustment of shift fork was attempted:
The original position of the lower fork was marked with ink; alternate positions of the forks were
tried without yielding improved results. Forks were returned to their previous positions and locked
down. The theory here is that the gap between the forks (C1 & C2) and the pin at the outer end of
the lever (D) represents a compromise between striking inertia and lost motion, and optimizing the
adjustment might improve shift reliability.

FUTURE STUDY & DOCUMENTATION RECOMMENDATION – SHIFT RELIABILITY
If deemed beneficial at some future time, it may be advisable to study and describe in greater detail
the adjustments necessary to improve the coordination and timing of the rotational and lateral
movements of the cam bank, and all interrelated aspects, such as the ramp and stop (H) on the
right side of the cam bank that triggers the rotational motor stop and activates the telegraph rod,
the shift forks (C1 & C2) and optimal clearances between the forks as it engages the pin of the
selector lever (D), and so on, in order to refine the precision of these movements. The ideal
adjustment would ensure reliable automatic shifting and reliable stopping at the end of each
program with no skipped cam runs, stops or overlaps. Momentum function should be expanded.

16) JOSEPH BALT SHIFT SEQUENCE EXPLANATION (1981)
Cam (A) rotates until lever (B) rides high on (A1) this in turn lifts lever (C) and part (C1) which in
turn lifts lever (D). Lever (D) is attached to (D1) and unlocks endless screw (E), at the same time (D) also
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lifts lever (F) to the second level on the count wheel (G)! This all takes place in a split second. Now in that
same time lever (B) falls off of cam (A1) and deep into (A) allowing lock lever (H) to stop wheel (I) allowing
the shift mechanism to change to the next cam.
Then the sequence is reversed, once (D1) unlocks (E) and (F) is upon the second level (G) is allowed
to rotate, shifting the cam bank to the next cam, and upon lever (F) rising upon the teat or level 3 it raises (D)
which in turn raises (C2) and unlocks (H) the wheel (I) and the endless screw (J) for the cam rotation.
Lever (F) then falls into count wheel notch (G) 1st level and (D1) locks (E), (A) is now rotated far
enough for (B) to be riding out of the notch in (A) which will maintain (H) away from locking pin on (I) until
the sequence starts all over again. –Joseph R. Balt
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CLEANING AND LUBRICATION (See also Lubrication Recommendations page 25)
17) Cleaned and lubricated all mechanism:
This took place during the course of the general work, as portions of the mechanism were
dismantled for adjustment or repair, the cleaning work being assisted by Brian Selznick (cam
surfaces) and Charles Penniman (general).
Old grease was cleaned from helical fin wheel and fin, and other hard to reach areas where small
deposits were found. Mechanism that had ready access with the viewing glass and table removed
were found to be generally relatively clean. Minimal disassembly for cleaning was done as needed.
All parts that received more complete disassembly or repair were appropriately lubricated upon
reassembly. Verbal instructions were provided for lubricating the less visible areas that require
lubrication, such as inboard governor shafts & bushings and access holes in the spring barrels.
Instructions on where to avoid lubricant were also provided.
17A) Degraded drawing and writing line quality improved:
Old lubricant had thickened on the brass cam surfaces, contributing to the poor tracking of the cam
followers, resulting in an irregular vibration at the drawing hand, extreme degradation in the
drawings, and illegible writing. The sticky residue was removed from the cams with solvent prior to
applying new lubrication, and an immediate improvement to the line quality was seen in the output.
Although this notably improved the drawing quality, a pronounced distortion and skewed drawing
perspective remained obvious on all programs until adjustments were made to the drawing
linkages (for detail, see section 13 page 17).
17B) Noisy mainsprings not serviced:
It was recommended that the mainsprings be removed from the spring barrels to be cleaned,
reinstalled and properly greased to prevent the thudding and sudden release of spring tension that
occurs as the springs relax. The uneven release of power can cause mainspring noise and a
shake in the figureʼs drawing arm. It also taxes the fusee chains. This service was not performed
due to concerns of caretaker Penniman.
18) Drilled oiling hole in “telegraph rod”* top plate:
This plate (which was added in recent years to improve stability of the rod and reliability of the
shifting mechanism) was disassembled and drilled to accommodate a pen-type oiler. Although it
was found to be well lubricated upon disassembly, conventional design generally provides for an
access hole at such locations. *”Telegraph rod” is Charles Pennimanʼs term for the full-length
horizontal rod that enables the two motor assemblies to communicate with each other.

WORK AIDS, DRAWING EXPERIMENTS AND CONJECTURE
19) Designed trouble log to aid in present and future work on the automaton:
This log, initiated on 4/07, has one row for each segment of each drawing (1 complete cam
rotation), and columns to document any abnormalities in the execution, such as interference errors,
rotational cam position when trouble occurred, positions of the cam followers, and shift issues.
This was an evolving log; being overwritten as progress was made to address current and
subsequent performance issues that arose during the final three days of work. Check marks for
successful rotations and shifts, Xʼs for imperfect ones, and annotations at the bottom provide a
record of conditions encountered during the course of the work. The working copy of this chart
appears in the hand-written notes.
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20) Experimented with different writing points:
As the specific and higher priority tasks of the 2007 restoration were drawing to a close, different
writing implements were tried in order to see which would render the best combination of detail and
clarity, including fine Sharpie®, hard pencil, soft pencil and three types of ballpoint pens. Charles
Penniman had Kevin McLear fabricate an aluminum adaptor to fit the original pen barrel that would
accommodate some of these points. Ultimately, best results were achieved with a Sanford
Uniball® Micro (as of April, 2007). This was subsequently changed to an alternate pen choice that
has a hard plastic housing, better suited for machining to fit the arrangement described below. See
20A for information on a possible original writing implement and retrieving lost drawing details.
Shortly after completion of the 2007 restoration, Charles Penniman had a number of pens modified
with a thread cut above the tip, to enable use of a brass nut for holding the pen firmly to the writing
hand. This prevents the pen sliding up into the ferrule, and eliminates pen-tip compliance issues
that were a problem with the spring & plunger pen-holding arrangement previously employed.
Specially prepared spare pens, threaded to accommodate the brass nut and employing standard
Pentel cartridge refills, have been placed in the small red toolbox that accompanies the automaton.
20A): Study & conjecture: drawing details, nuance of line, original writing implement:
Further investigation based on the study of the hand-lifting cams and static measurements may
reveal nuances of writing implement pressure. In addition to the obvious small bumps on the
surface of these cams (far right cam set, as viewed facing the figure) there are sections of gently
undulating cam surface. Further to this, when the contact surface pressure of the pen was
adjusted to a very fine degree, the automaton produced two drawings during April 9 - 12 that show
what may have been an intentionally programmed lighter line quality in an interior feature of a
drawing (see *, below) and in the case of the sailing ship, apparent highlights imply sunlight
reflecting on the surface of the ocean waves (when point is adjusted slightly lower, these highlights
do not appear). These are subtle but visible details, and a further study of the portion of the cam
surfaces associated with these elements of the drawings may reveal a possible relationship
between these visual effects and the programming of the cam surfaces. It is difficult to repeat such
effects reliably as they require shimming of the writing surface to within a single thickness of paper,
in combination with ideal wrist adjustment to replicate the result. These effects may be coincidental
(not intended or programmed at all), or may have been engineered and more noticeable when the
machine was new and the lifting cam surfaces less worn.
(*) There have been some pleasant surprises revealed (writing hand height perfectly set), including
the figure in the Chinese temple having rudimentary facial features**, subtlety in the lanterns on the
back of the ship and more definition of the tiny figures on the deck, the fineness of the facial
features on the Cupid archer, etc. There is also a remarkable effect seen in one drawing of Cupid
archer, in which the fountain and love birds appear lighter than the tree in the left foreground,
visually receding the fountain and birds. This may not be a coincidence, since the fountain is more
or less in the middle of the drawing (A fainter element near an outer part of the drawing could be
explained by reduced pen compliance). It could be revealing to note whether there's corresponding
undulation in the depth of the pen height cam during this segment. There's only one rendition that
appears this way, although this could be due to varying adjustment of the wrist angle & pen depth.
This feature may be reproducible with very fine adjustment, and may have been easier to attain in
the distant past, when the drawing-arm lift cams were less worn.
**Comments above were added to this report before Souvenir reproductions of the Maillardet
Automatonʼs drawings came to light in 2011 (Westminster Library, London, dated 1802). These
remarkable and true images of how the Maillardet Automatonʼs drawings looked when the
automaton was new show extraordinary detail in the face of the Chinese Temple figure.
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DRAWING ARM PRESSURE COMPENSATION: It is to be noted that the spring-loaded, eccentric
pulley on the upper back of Maillardetʼs automaton affects tracking pressure of the Y-axis cam
follower, and may compensate for pen compliance in relation to drawing-arm extensions, with
some bearing on the density of the drawn line. This arrangement also affects Y-axis velocity.
Charles Penniman feels that gradual undulations seen in the cams controlling the vertical (X-axis)
motion of the writing hand are there to keep the pen on the paper, when without these undulations
the movements produced by the other two sets of cams would result in the pen rising from the
paper. Charles has seen writing automata at the Musée d'Art et d'Histoire in Neuchâtel that use a
pencil, and would not produce subtle line variations. This may be due to mechanical limitations,
such as absence of pencil-tip pressure-regulating programming, or incorrect graphite hardness or
incorrect setting of the writing implement height by the operator. It may be noted that surviving
pencil drawings rendered by Jaquet-Droz writer-draughtsman appear to show variation in shading.
20B): Inkwell pen dipping mechanism not found:
No positive evidence has been found to support the idea that Maillardetʼs Automaton once had
provision for dipping a writing implement in an inkwell, as has been previously reported. No cam
feature or variation in the mechanical linkage of the writing hand that would facilitate such an action
is currently seen. Other automata of the writer / draughtsman class were made with this provision,
and itʼs possible that actions of another automaton were attributed to this one.
The drawing arm is capable of reaching beyond the normal writing area, with the pen tip remaining
low. This extended reach, which would facilitate dipping the pen in ink without having to touch the
automatonʼs hand, can be accomplished by having the operator push lightly at the back of the
elbow. Science Writer George Eckhardt, interviewed by Major Thomas Coulson of The Franklin
Institute during a radio broadcast on WCAU, 26th February, 1938, commented about Maillardetʼs
automaton as follows: “He had a quill pen or brush in his hand which the operator had to dip in ink
before setting the device in motion”.

FINAL WORK, APRIL 2007 / FIN, FOLLOWER POSITION & END PLAY ADVISORIES
21) Repaired damaged threads and installed new hardware:
It was discovered that three screws were missing from the rear top plate (the brass member that
spans the top rear of the automaton main mechanism frame). Additionally, two screws that
secured this piece were found to be stripped and one was broken off in the hole. Tapped three of
these holes to a slightly larger 4-40 thread, and installed three new machine screws. Note that
although the replacement screws are slotted, the head type is incorrect (cosmetically). A more
appropriate screw head style should can be sourced.
The screw that was broken off in the hole and the presently missing screws are not at strategic
locations, and the framework is not structurally compromised by their absence. Subsequent work
to address this may be desired.
22) Tightened all existing screws and bolts, and lock nuts on the adjustment rods:
HELICAL FIN ADVISORY: When seating loose screws on the mounting flanges of the helical camshifting track (diagonal fin on the shift drum), noted that there are two broken flanges. The outer
portion of the flange or lug is missing in both cases, and the screw at one of these locations is
stripped. It is advised that the helical fin should be inspected on a schedule based on number of
demonstrations, to ensure that it remains securely fastened to the barrel.
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22A) November 2007: Removed coin shims under writing desk
Upon Andrewʼs completion of the 2007 restoration in mid April, Charles Penniman supervised the
re-installation of the automaton mechanism in the cabinet and the replacing of the writing desk and
glass case cover, after which all adjustments for the drawing perspective (see section 13) were
found to be holding well, with the original writing desk reinstated in its final installed position. At
this stage, the bottom of the original writing desk still retained coins that had been installed some
time prior to the start of the restoration, as shims to provide writing angle compensation. On
November 4th, 2007, I removed these coins and secured one loose writing desk leg, tightened all
four legs to the glass panel, and made final tests. No further adjustment appeared to be required.
23) Final observations and recommendations:
ADVISORY: CAM FOLLOWER TRACKING NOT OPTIMAL:
a) When the programs have all been run, except for the final one or two cam rotations of the final
program of the series (Poem: “Enfant Cheri...”), it will be noted that the entire cam bank assembly
is running somewhat too far to the left (as seen facing the machine from the front). The tip of the
end cam follower rides on only half of the surface of the end cam (which is extra thick since it also
has a structural function).
ADVISORY AND RECOMMENDATIONS: CAM BANK END-PLAY:
The entire cam bank can be manually pushed to the right, by exerting pressure on the end cam, to
restore optimal alignment of the followers to the cam surfaces. The lash or end play of the cam
bank appears to be excessive where the shift drum meets the far left end plate, at a location
between the shaft and the inside wall of the outer plate. Time did not permit in-depth study of this
defect, and the play does not appear to be evident when the cam bank is operating through most of
the programs. Prior to addressing this issue, a chart should be prepared and a study should be
conducted to verify when the cam bank has excessive end play and when it doesn't, with particular
attention to the positions of all cam followers as they track the cam surfaces during each selection.
b) It is also noted that the far left cam follower (as viewed from the front as noted above), has
lateral play that can be eliminated with a shim. A good design for a locking shim to be installed at
this location will be found in the hand-written notes. Prior to installing such a shim, a study should
be done to verify the optimum side on which to install the shim. This side appeared to change,
depending on the program selected, and this installation should not be performed until a more
complete study can be made.
c) The middle cam follower (of the three that control hand movement) has a shim installed at the
left side, but this shim is not locked in place and there is a small possibility that it will come out and
fall into the works. It would be advisable to secure this shim or make a new one that can lock, as
illustrated in the hand-written notes, or by way of other provision.
d) LUBRICATION RECOMMENDATIONS: The worms (endless screws) that the governors are
mounted on should be kept lightly greased. The pivots and bushings at each end of both governor
shafts should be lightly oiled (as should all they all). It is generally not recommended to apply
grease where a brass gear meets a steel gear, although grease may be applied to gear teeth
where the mating gears are the same type of metal. Lubricant may be injected through the cover
plate holes of the spring barrels at the cam drive. To completely eliminate the thudding and
chunking that is occasionally heard (caused by the irregular letting down of the mainsprings due to
degraded lubricant), it will be necessary to disconnect the fusee chains, remove the spring barrels
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and remove, clean and reinstall the mainsprings. This should be performed by qualified personnel
only. With fusee type of motors, the mainsprings remain partially wound even when the machine is
completely run down (all chain is wrapped around the spring barrel). This is to prevent the chain
from becoming slack and falling off of the spring barrel. Procedures for safely letting down the
spring tension involve releasing the ratchet click, etc.
Some of the above-described operations can only be performed with the mechanism removed from
the cabinet. Note that there are screws hidden under the green felt pad under the perimeter of the
glass top, which must be removed in order to remove the top frame from the cabinet. Only then will
there be sufficient clearance to remove the mechanism as a unit. At no time is force necessary to
accomplish any disassembly.
f) ADVISORY: SPRING WINDING PROTOCOLS: Do not rely on the stopworks. The mainsprings
should never be wound fully, or to the extent that all of the grooves at the narrow end of the fusee
are filled with chain. Always leave three or four grooves free of chain, which should be equivalent
to roughly two rows of chain remaining around the spring barrels. When the mainsprings are
wound all the way, excessive force is exerted upon the outermost 2 to 3 inches of the spring, as
well as upon the springʼs anchor on the inside wall of the spring barrel. This outer end portion of
the spring (as well as the innermost loop) is not tempered and does not have the strength of the
mainspring proper. Allowing excessive spring tension at these locations (due to winding fully) can
materially shorten the life of the mainspring, as all strain is concentrated on the untempered ends
where metal fatigue tends to play a much greater role. Fully winding the springs also places undue
stress on the spring anchors inside the barrels and on the hook of the winding arbors.

MECHANISM CRASH STUDY AND REPAIRS / Part II, Premature Shift
24) ADVISORY: IMPORTANT NOTE IN CASE OF CRASH CAUSED BY PREMATURE SHIFT
(Refer to Premature shift photos) This procedure must be done by qualified, approved personnel:
PLEASE EMPLOY THE FOLLOWING METHOD, should a jam caused by premature shifting occur.
As noted by Balt, this type of failure can occur if the cam bank assembly is turning too slowly. The
proper procedure to safely proceed is as follows. To proceed otherwise risks damage:
1) To safely release the tension between the cams and the cam followers, do not extract the
jammed cam follower from the cam (this risks damage to the cam surfaces). Instead;
a) Set the brake on the cam drum rotation governor (Right-hand speed regulator).
b) Identify the emergency stop wings (the small brass double-wing piece located BEHIND
the shift motor governor --NOT the adjustable wings on the governor itself. This is the piece that
the emergency stop lever blocks when engaged).
Note: Adjustments c through h require removal of the glass top / writing desk assembly.
c) Turn the endless-screw shaft several times, by way of this small stop-wing piece, in the
opposite direction of normal operating rotation. This will cause the gears to turn backwards, in turn
allowing the shift drum & helical track to move in reverse, thus safely moving the entire cam bank
to the left (as viewed facing the figure). This will safely allow the cam bank to back away from the
jammed followers.
d) HOLD the emergency stop wings with one hand or the outer emergency brake lever, so
that the shaft will not turn, and with the other hand lift and hold the cam followers well up and out of
the way of the cams. If the followers are not free enough to lift without restriction, you may need to
turn the stop wings a few more turns.
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e) While continuing to hold the three cam followers suspended as high as they will go, let go
of the emergency stop wings and allow the shift sequence to complete itself.
f) While continuing to hold the cam followers suspended (keep them well up out of the way),
release the emergency stop lever on the other end (cam bank rotational motor), and allow the cam
bank to resume turning.
g) Observe and verify that the alignment between the cam surfaces and the followers is
good, and gently let the followers down to the surfaces of the rotating cams.
h) Qualified and approved personnel only! Since the crash condition may be caused by the
cam bank rotating too slowly, the wings on the cam bank governor may be adjusted so that the
cam bank will run faster. It is best to use a reference for this, so you have a visual guide for
resetting the wing position. Photographically documenting the wing positions of the speed
governors when shifting action is at its most reliable, before making any adjustment will provide a
reference for future adjustment. Please also refer to the motor RPM notes under section 31 below.
25) ADIVSORY: TRANSPORTATION, HANDLING & SHIPPING PRECAUTIONS:
Note: There are four major components that make up the automaton. From bottom to top, these
are: Wood base, Metal cabinet, Mechanism assembly, and Glass top & writing desk.
These four main components are not attached, but simply rest within or on top of each other.
Whenever moving the entire automaton complete, within the museum facility:
Please note that the entire assembly should remain level, to prevent the metal cabinet that contains
the mechanism and glass from sliding off of the wood base, and to prevent the glass from shifting
or sliding off of the cabinet top. Additionally, sudden bumps (at elevator doors, etc.) should be
avoided by moving slowly, to keep incidental shock from upsetting mechanical adjustments and
prevent stressing of the writing arm joints and linkages.
Whenever preparing the automaton for shipping:
My recommendation is that the automaton not be shipped, and not be made available for intermuseum loans.
The following structures are at risk in any shipping situation:
a) The drawing/writing arm and its associated joints and links, in combination with the mass of
the writing hand and forearm, if left unsecured.
b) The head and eye hardware, in relation to the delicate nature of the brass yoke and pivots
upon which the head mounting ring is attached, if left unsecured.
c) The memory bank (subassembly consisting of 72 brass cams and associated hardware), in
light of the extreme mass of same, in combination with the already excessive end-shake
noted elsewhere in this document, if left unsecured.
d) The flying block governors and their associated worms, if left unsecured (These two
subassemblies can be secured by leaving a small amount of tension on the mainsprings,
engaging the two brake levers, and securing the brake levers against accidental release by
using wires, strings or bands).
e) The glass top and writing desk should be carefully packed and handled separately.
If it is found necessary to ship the automaton, it is imperative that the main mechanism should be
secured within the metal cabinet by the use of substantial brackets that enable the metal cabinet
and mechanism to move as one physically combined, solid unit.
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A minimum of two brackets should be used, and the brackets should be engineered to take
advantage of existing holes or structural mounting screw locations, and should also provide solid
blocking between the upper mechanism framework and the inner-upper cabinet framework. The
additional blocking, which should be secured at or near the top of the mechanism and fill the space
between mechanism and cabinet, will reduce the chance of stripping the existing screw holes and
damaging or distorting the metal structure. Temporary blocking should be made to fit at floor level.
26) A brief summary of media used to record progress during this job:
1) 20 pages of hand-written notes, charts and diagrams. Some of this is in a sort of shorthand, but
most is readable. Additional details and thoughts will be found in these pages.
2) 70 test drawings by the automaton, including many partials and corrupted (unnaturally combined
or skipped cam sets), tests of various writing points, "drunken" or rough drawings, distorted
perspectives, corrected perspective, height compensated and other renditions chronicle a variety of
adjustments made during the process of the April 2007 work on the machine. Automated drawings
were made to test adjustments, note issues and serve as guides for corrections and reliability
testing.
Summary of drawings, relative to quality (distorted = poor perspective or proportion):
Cupid w/chariot: 1 rough & distorted, 3 partial, 3 distorted, 5 good.
Sailing ship: 1 rough & distorted, 1 partial, 2 distorted, 1 overwritten, and 4 good.
Poem- Unerring: 2 rough & distorted, 1 distorted, 1 overwritten, 3 good.
Chinese temple: 2 rough & distorted, 1 distorted, 4 partial, 1 overwritten, 4 good.
Poem- Un Juene: 2 rough & distorted, 2 distorted, 2 partial, 1 double line, and 4 good.
Cupid archery: 2 rough & distorted, 2 distorted, 3 partial (in part caused by shim), 4 good.
Poem- Enfant: 1 rough & distorted, 2 distorted, 1 partial, 3 good.
Most of the defects noted in the above summary of drawings were corrected as the work
progressed.
3) 67 photographs, documenting specific portions of the repair, before & after shapes of some of
the corrected pieces, close-ups of the eye mechanism, undesirable interference positions, etc. In
some cases, I took shots from multiple angles to get the right view. The most important and
revealing of these photographs are being compiled to accompany this report.
4) 2.5 hours (approximately) of video footage, including cam close-ups, head nodding / eye
movement close-ups, tight shots of each writing and drawing being executed, distant views
showing the changeover of the shifts, return of the cam bank to zero position, etc.

27) ADVANCED STUDY I: ANATOMY OF A DRAWING / TROUBLESHOOTING VIA THE OUTPUT

First-generation digital copies – refer to Baron computer file “Automaton sketch segments & stacks”
A set of partial drawings was made, comprised of each segment of each program; each segment
representing a single, complete rotation of the cam bank.
These progressive images enable a more in-depth study of the total linear capacity of each segment,
and may also serve to identify which segment, and ultimately which brass cam contains a false or
corrupted line. Thus it becomes possible to isolate the exact trio of cams, upon whose rotation the
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defect occurs. By carefully observing the action of the cam followers of the identified trio, while
watching for the defect to occur, it becomes possible to reveal the exact portion of the specific cam that
is responsible for the flaw. Restoration of the cam surface, if desired, then becomes a viable option.
UNGRACEFUL MOVE AT START OF SOME SEGMENTS
Note that at time of this writing, a condition has been observed that manifests as an abrupt starting
motion that occurs just prior to the pen being launched on its intended path. This action causes an
unsightly, slightly curved slanting line or a number of lines to appear near the periphery of a number of
the works. The lines appears to be unintended, as they degrade the drawings, and for the most part are
not seen in the earlier image copies that were kept in the TFI files. Since the lines appear in the same
approximate position (roughly 3 o’clock) in more than one work, the problem may relate to a
mechanical issue, or isolated areas of damaged on the cam surface as noted above. By studying the set
of progressives, it becomes possible to positively identify the cam trio that is commencing operation
when this defect occurs. SEE 4/11 UPDATE, SECTION 30, PAGE 32 for apparent cause revealed.
SEGMENTS OUT OF REGISTER
Precision placement of one portion of a drawing, so that it can dovetail as perfectly as possible with
another portion of the same drawing in a different segment, is the function of a number of variables.
These variables include lubrication, adjustment, and the cumulative wear that has occurred over time in
the linkages and joints between the tips of the cam followers and the tip of the pen. There are specific
telltale indicators or composite portions of image, that make it easy to identify the accuracy of the fit
between various portions of the drawings that are produced by separate segments. When the errors on
these specific areas appear to become more exaggerated, it is an indication of trouble.
Finally, the progressives can serve to allow a study of the sometimes witty or thoughtful, and
sometimes seemingly random way (introducing a life-like quality), in which the automaton goes about
creating a drawing. By analyzing the progressives, we can identify which parts the artist appears to
neglect, and which parts he ceases to draw in one segment, only to return to in a subsequent segment.
This set, bearing a blue “copy” stamp is a first generation image set, copied directly from the originals.
28) ADVANCED STUDY II: MAILLARDET’S AUTOMATON AS A PERFORMANCE ARTIST
(Extracted from email, Subject: “Maillardetʼs Masterpiece”, Sept 10, 2011). From Andrew Baron to
Kat Stein, TFI Director of Public Relations and Communications.
1) When I compare Maillardet's automaton with videos of other period writer/draughtsmen
automata, it becomes very evident how exceptional Maillardet's creation is in terms of its very
human and elegant movements.
While it's common for the eyes in many other antique automata to move*, such movements (in
addition to head and other body movements) nearly always remind us that that we're seeing a
machine with telltale, clockwork-driven motions. In many of these other automata, it's hard to
maintain the illusion of life, the "willing suspension of disbelief", because the actions can be jarring,
sudden and acutely mechanical in appearance.
Some writer/draughtsmen automata of the late 18th and early 19th centuries moved their drawing
hand across the paper, while with others the drawing appeared as a result of the paper-holding
platen moving in an x-y axis, much as an Etch-A-Sketch® screen reveals a picture by turning the
knobs. In some of the most basic forms, the writing-automaton figure was little more than a
penholder, with no anatomical movement of its own.
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In this regard, Maillardet's automaton is vastly different. It is almost mesmerizing to watch it carry
out a drawing; to see how, by the graceful movement of its head and eyes, it appears to
thoughtfully observe and participate in its own creation of art and poetry. Never in my prior
experience has the phrase "poetry in motion" seemed so aptly to apply.
This is all an extraordinary, and engineered, aspect of Maillardet's creation. It must have required
tremendous thought and work, to impart such life-like movement to the way it draws and writes,
and especially to the way its head and eyes move**.
2) In support of all of the natural, seemingly living movement noted above, there's yet another
phenomenal element to the Maillardet automaton's actions:
If one simply takes a few minutes to quietly observe Maillardet's writer, a world of performance art
is revealed. Each poem and each drawing are discovered to be choreographed, and full of
surprises. Again, this goes well beyond the norm for automata of this type.
An example of this is the way in which he*** will write out a line of poetry, and before proceeding to
the next line, will go back across the line he has just written, and cross a T (or two), dot an I, put in
a comma, etc. The same may be said for all the little embellishments he adds. These expressive
flourishes are pure theatre.
When it comes to the artistic renderings, the same care and thoughtfulness was applied. Let's take
the Cupid with Chariot drawing as one example:
If you pay attention, you may chance upon seeing him tire of putting in all the tedious detail of the
curly hair, and before the hair is half done, he abandons it (as a real artist might get bored), and
leaps to the much more exciting work of drawing the figure's wings and feathers. (He'll go back
and complete the hair before the drawing is finished). Likewise, we see a similar abandonment of
one part of the drawing for another, in the rendering of the little ovals that delineate the spokes on
the chariot's wheel.
Magical little movements are liberally employed in many of the drawings. In the Cupid with Chariot
mentioned here, pay especial attention near the beginning of the drawing, when he's about to draw
the five tiny toes on the cupid's rear-extending leg. This is a micro-movement and is not only
enchanting to watch, but shows off how finely detailed the memory is, and how remarkably precise
and capable the mechanism is. On the same drawing, a macro-movement that is
equally captivating may be found. The last part of the drawing is the large double oval, the picture
frame for the finished drawing. Watch how his hand appears to lean first one way, and then the
other, as he draws the top of the oval; an astonishing action given that the wrist remains in a fixed
position. The gracefully changing angles are all engineered from the geometry of the shoulder and
elbow. Even without costume, this action remains essentially undetectable, and we believe that
he's turning his wrist.
These wondrous details and many others no doubt occupied Maillardet with much thought, and
certainly required diligent execution in the arrangement of the automaton's drawing arm and
memory. At every turn, it seems that Maillardet was clearly thinking about how his creation would
be perceived by living audiences.
What Henri Maillardet accomplished more than two centuries ago, at the very dawn of what later
became known as the industrial revolution, was not only sensational for its time, but would be
extraordinarily laborious to duplicate today. For Maillardet to accomplish what he did, not only
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would he have to be a gifted mechanician, but also an artist, choreographer and student of
anatomy. That sophisticated audiences today still marvel at the automaton's silent performances is
a fitting tribute to Maillardet's accomplishment.
Andrew Baron (see footnotes below).
*This seem to have been a favorite device; borne no doubt by the desire to impart human qualities
to inanimate machines.
**As it stands right now, we're only allowed to see a small part of how the eyes originally moved.
Surviving, but disused mechanism in the head unmistakably reveals that the eyes of Maillardet's
automaton once possessed the ability to look from side to side as well as the limited up-down
motion that it currently has.
It's likely that with the restoration of the (currently lost) lateral eye movement, we would not see
simple up-down, left-right eye action, but a graceful movement of the eyes similar to what we see
when we watch how the automaton moves his head. In other words, it would be the appropriate
application of the polar coordinates of these two bi-directional movements, lending further to the
eerie illusion of life that Maillardet seems to have worked so diligently at.
*** I refer to him as "he", since he identifies himself as male in one of the poems, thus further
anthropomorphizing himself.

ENTRIES 29 THROUGH 36 RELATE TO WORK PERFORMED DURING APRIL 2011
(Four-year checkup)
29)

NOTES / OBSERVATIONS / RECOMMENDATIONS
Recorded during April 20 – 23, 2011 visit by Andrew Baron to The Franklin Institute:

At this time we find:
Synchronization adjustments have been compromised. These adjustments allow the
automaton to complete drawings / poems in an uninterrupted manner (no human
intervention required after initial start of an individual work).
The automatic motor switching adjustments may have been aggravated by the ¼” drop of the
automaton, its cabinet and plinth, as the rear castors passed over the leading edge of the steel
plate on the floor of the display cabinet, when preparing to exhibit live. This condition was corrected
on Nov 11, 2011 by a redesign and implementation of improvements to the display cabinet.
** See detail on SECTION 14 p. 17 of this report, and updates on page 37 & 38 **
Additional work performed 4/20 – 4/23/11 includes for the first time recording and documenting the
running speeds of the two motors, general lubrication and inspection, and further documentation.
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30) Addendum to p. 29 section 27, paragraph 3. Ungraceful move at the start of programs:
Further inspection of the cause of the uncharacteristically sudden movement witnessed at the start
of some drawing segments, resulting in a slightly diagonal, horizontal ink line between a drawingʼs
outer right-hand edge and the nearest inner detail, has been tentatively identified as wear on the
first part of several of the cams. The wear appears to take the form of a divot in the valley of the
first steep drop of the cam follower, with consequent jarring of the follower onto the next linear
portion of the cam surface.
To summarize, the visual aspects of this defect caused by wear, are twofold: a) Ungraceful sudden
movement of the drawing hand, and b) a corrupted ink line appearing on the drawings. Solutions
include filling in the divot in this part of the cams (using appropriate methods and materials), or a
stopgap solution would be to run the automaton more sparingly to minimize further wear.
The nature of this kind of damage is that it tends to progress fairly rapidly, once established. As a
precaution at this time (April, 2011), spring tension that loads the cam followers (ensuring
compliance) was double-checked to make certain that it was adjusted for minimum practical
pressure at the cam follower tips. Finer adjustment may be possible but the assessment at this
time is that the pressures are appropriate and relatively minimal.
31) Motor running speeds have now been measured using an optical digital tachometer. This
information can be of great value in the event of the need for future adjustment to restore the
correct adjustment of the flying block governors, in the event that the vanes on either one are
disturbed from their current positions, or other conditions result in mismatched motor speeds.
As noted by Balt, the timing of the two motors is critical to the safe operation of the automaton.
Failure of the two dedicated primary mechanisms to coincide (as dictated by motor RPM) can result
in damage to the brass memory cams and other damage. In fact, of all the extensive restoration
work performed by Balt in 1980 – 81, the only detailed written comments he provided concern this
adjustment, which is an indication of the importance that Balt placed on this critical adjustment.
On 4/23/11, I placed a thin, self-adhesive reflective strip on each of the two motor governors. The
reflective strip was applied to on one face of the stop-action wings (further back on the governor
shafts, behind the adjustable vanes).
Motor RPM was documented (It was found that the motor speeds would tend to decrease as the
mainsprings relaxed, with largest variation occurring when less than 3 turns of chain remained in
place on the fusees. All RPM readings were taken after lubrication of key moving parts and
memory-cam surfaces, and are noted as follows:
Rotational motor:
496.5 RPM Median speed, within + / - about 2.34% (< 3% variation) under most conditions. This is
based on a “tight” range of 485 to 508 RPM. These readings were taken after the initial starting
inertia stabilized, and with full winding of the rotational motor springs (within limitations of the
stopworks).
Based on maximum variations measured during the initial sampling, a possible broader operating
range exists, of approximately 447 to 576 RPM (Median speed: 511.5 RPM, with approximately
13.5% variation). Additional measuring cycles would likely better match the Median speed shown
above, which was obtained from a more controlled sample.
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Transverse motor:
FOR SPEED BETWEEN SELECTIONS:
995.5 RPM Median speed, within +/- 1.4% (approximate), based on two readings measured under
the most stable conditions (high-average spring tension, during approximate mid-point in
transverse cycle): 982 to 1009 RPM. These readings were taken after the initial starting inertia
stabilized, within the limitations of a narrow window to capture the readings (< 3 seconds for each
transverse action).
Maximum variations were measured during the initial sampling (spring tension and other variables
not noted), showing approximately 900 to 950 cycles. This extends the Median RPM down to a
possible 952.2.
FOR SPEED UNDER FULL LOAD (RETURN OF MEMORY CAMS TO STARTING POSITION):
675 RPM Median speed based on 650 to 700 RPM read during return cycle.
See appendix 4-23-11-A on page 35 of this report for further tips on taking accurate readings, and
historical supposition relating to motor speeds.
32) Elapsed time per revolution and per drawing / poem has now been recorded:
This specification is here documented for the first time. With both motors running the speeds noted
above, it should take +/- 1:09 (one minute, nine seconds) to complete a single, complete revolution
of the memory cams, including the time required for one operation of the transverse motor.
Therefore a poem or drawing of three revolutions (with two transverse cycles), should take +/- 3:27,
or a little under three and a half minutes. To confirm, the total time required during an actual
complete poem was 3:25 by stopwatch (in this case, the 3rd attempt at “Enfant”, which took place
with no unnatural interruptions). This selection was timed with approximately 9 turns of chain
wrapped around the rotational motorʼs spiral fusee track.
A four-rotation drawing (there are only two: Ship and Cupid-Archer), should take +/- 4:36, or a little
more than four and a half minutes.
33) Lubrication: A drop of oil was applied to all high-speed governor bearings, and at bushings
and cam surfaces as needed. Lubrication was also applied to dry surfaces of the cams, assisted
by Charles Penniman. Lubriplate out of a squeeze tube was applied to governor worms and
transport motorʼs helical fin; cleaned old lubricant residue from fin. Other bushings were inspected
and found to have remained adequately lubricated from prior service.
34) General physical inspection with special attention to the transverse motion drum:
On the transverse motion drum that incrementally advances the entire memory cam bank as it
progresses through each work, and slides the cam bank back to its starting position following the
completion of “Enfant”: Helical fin mounting tabs were closely examined and were found to have no
apparent further damage noted, beyond what was observed during 2007 repairs. A number of
photos were taken at this time (April 2011) to document the current compromised condition of the
tabs. Also observed existing but notable wear on one end of fin (a noticeable depression), and
documented this with photos. As the helical fin is responsible for moving a large mass, it is advised
that it be inspected semi-annually, or more often if the automaton is worked harder.
A hairline crack near the base of an index wheel spoke appears stable: No change since 2007.
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35) Drawing pen tip adjustment note:
The Aluminum block currently employed to set the correct horizontal and vertical position of the pen
tip is found to be marginally short of the ideal thickness. It currently measures one-half inch thick
(0.501 by digital caliper).
To avoid undesirable writing / drawing artifacts, such as unintended continuous lines (these defeat
the purpose of the hand-lifting cams), it may be advisable to set the pen tip height approximately 1
millimeter higher than the top of the aluminum block. As the machine has aged and the lifting cam
features have worn, the programmed separations of line (such as between the portholes on Ship)
become more subject to critical adjustment of the height of the tip of the writing implement.
36) Unexplained holes in the mechanism and its framework: (Discussion between Charles
Penniman, Andrew Baron and Dean Kamen on the possible purposes):
1) Holes in followers may have held scribing tools. Two threaded holes remain in the left follower
(as viewed from the front), evidence of holes in the center follower, none on the right follower.
2) Securing for transport (large-gauge threaded holes in the mechanism top plates for securing
main mechanism to similar holes in cabinet walls.).
3) Large threaded holes in mechanism upper main frame plates may also have assisted hoisting).
4) Access to lubrication and/or adjustment (Note larger diameter smoothbore holes in torso, as
suggested by Maillardet family visiting to TFI during April 2011).
5) Relating to possible figural actions that are currently not functional or incomplete. May have
once retained missing mechanism: Dipping pen in inkwell, lateral movement of eyes, etc.
6) (Added 4/1/14) Sight hole in torso to verify pen adjustment (noted by Fran Blanche in page 2 of
her letter to John Alviti (dated Feb 13, 1014; TFI Letter 2-2.doc), under the heading “Alignment
Procedures”.
Holes that have no known previously documented purpose include smooth & threaded of various
diameters and thread pitches, and appear in brass framework, figure torso, and some moving
parts. Further to deciphering the meaning of the currently unused holes in the basic framework of
the automaton, refer to Penniman hand-written notes in pencil, on the printout of revision 4 of this
report. It could be revealing to measure with a thread and pitch gauge, to determine which
standard was used, as a means of establishing the earliest possible date of the various threads.
(1) Shift issues revisited April 2011, governor blade positions prior to 2007 restoration
Deterioration of adjustments to the automatic motor switching (shift issues):
These adjustments allow the rotational motor on the right to communicate with the transverse
motor on the left, by a combination of detent and trip levers.
Documentation of the degraded action was made by creating a log of each cue, of each drawing for
all seven selections, through just over 2.5 complete rounds of the memory banks (17+ selections).
See log in Appendix 4-23-11-B, on page 35 of this report.
Some of the parts involved in this action were replicated and replaced by Balt in 1980 – 81.
Additional stability was achieved prior to the 2007 restoration by adding a supporting bracket to the
center of the “telegraph rod”. At the start of the 2007 restoration, motor speeds were found to be in
poor synchronization and the governor wings were well out of position; one set having a parallel
and perpendicular vane. Speed and shifting adjustments occupied a considerable amount of time
before reliable automatic switching was achieved. This subset of mechanism was found to be the
most temperamental of all the automatonʼs adjustments. See sections 14 through 15A for details.
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APPENDIX 4-23-11-A: NOTES ON TAKING MOTOR RPM READINGS
RPM readings should always be taken after lubrication of key moving parts and memory-cam
surfaces, or inspection of these parts to verify up to date lubrication.
Note: When taking readings of motor speeds in future, be aware that optical laser should be
accurately positioned to strike fully on the reflective tape. Otherwise itʼs possible to obtain a false
count, caused by unintentionally reading both wings of the governor stopworks. False readings will
be approximately double the count of correct readings.
It was found that a good and stable reading position could be obtained by resting the laser end of
the optical counter directly on the glass, with the beam properly aimed to reflect squarely from the
reflective tape.
Based on the speeds documented at this time, we may surmise that Maillardetʼs original intended
motor speeds were even-number averages, measuring 500 RPM for the Rotational Motor and
1,000 RPM, or double speed, for the Transverse Motor. For the purposes of practical adjustment,
the objective should be to maintain safe timing of the motors, as noted by Balt.
APPENDIX 4-23-11-B: LOG OF AUTOMATIC MOTOR SHIFTING FAILURES (Please note Nov
25, 2011 update at end of this section)
This series was begun part way through the selection cycle, with the start of selection #5 (“Un
Jeune” poem), and followed each subsequent selection through a little more than two complete
cycles of drawings/poems, ending with selection #7 (“Enfant” poem). Here are the results
(“cncl” = conclusion, ---- = not recorded, or review hand-written report)
Selection #
Selection Title
Transition #1 Transition #2 Transition #3 Notes
5, 1st round Un Jeune
passed
passed
N/A
+2 full turns fusee.
st
6, 1 round Cupid (Archer)
passed
failed
failed
7, 1st round Enfant Cheri
passed
failed
N/A
1, 2nd round
2, 2nd round

Cupid (Chariot)
Ship

failed
failed

passed
failed

3, 2nd round
4, 2nd round
5, 2nd round
6, 2nd round
7, 2nd round

Unerring
Chinese Temple
Un Jeune
Cupid (Archer)
Enfant Cheri

failed
passed
passed
passed
passed

passed
passed
passed
failed
passed

---failed Depleted winding at cncl.
Cued 1st cycle of Unerr.
N/A
Near-full winding at start
---Fusee -6 turns at cncl.
N/A
Fusee -8 turns
failed
N/A
Fusee -10 turns at cncl.

1, 3rd round Cupid (Chariot)
failed
failed
N/A
Notable thudding of
mainsprings.
2, 3rd round Ship
failed
passed
passed Full winding at start.
This drawing given to Mike Mountjoy.
Rotational RPM 485 to 508; Fusee -4 turns at end.
3, 3rd round Unerring
passed
passed
N/A
Fusee -5
4, 3rd round Chinese Temple
passed
passed
---Rotational RPM 447 to
479
5, 3rd round Un Jeune
MISSED 1st TRACK pass N/A
(Progressed 2 trios at
start)
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6, 3rd round
test
7, 3rd round
1, final

Cupid (Archer)

passed

failed

passed Fusee +11 turns; RPM

Enfant Cheri
Cupid (Chariot)

passed
failed

passed
failed

N/A 650 to700 RPM transv. Ret.
N/A

NOTE: When “failed” is noted above in red, it indicates failure to cue next rotation, with
more than adequate power remaining in mainsprings. See conclusions below.
Summary of failures to automatically cue. Dividing lines indicate subsequent round of cycles:
Drawing number
Failure
6
Second transition
7
Second transition
1
First transition
2
First, Second, Third transitions (all)
3
First transition
6
Second transition
1
First & Second transitions (all)
2
First transition
5
Skipped over first transition and began drawing on 2nd cycle.
6
Second transition
1
First & Second (all)
Drawing number 1:
1st transition, failed 2 out of 3 attempts.
2nd transition, failed 2 out of 3 attempts.
Drawing number 2:
1st transition, failed 2 out of 2 attempts (every time).
2nd transition, failed 1 out of 2 attempts.
3rd transition, failed 1 out of 2 attempts.
Drawing number 3:
1st transition, failed 1 out of 2 attempts.
2nd transition, successful 2 out of 2 attempts.
Drawing number 4:
1st transition, successful 2 out of 2 attempts.
2nd transition, successful 2 out of 2 attempts.
Drawing number 5:
1st transition, successful 2 out of 3 attempts; skipped on third attempt.
2nd transition, successful 3 out of 3 attempts.
Drawing number 6:
1st transition, successful 3 out of 3 attempts.
2nd transition, failed 3 out of 3 attempts (every time).
3rd transition, failed 2 out of 3 times.
Drawing number 7:
1st transition, successful 3 out of 3 times.
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2nd transition, failed 1 out of 3 times.
Concluding notes to April 2011 shift error findings: Missed cues for automatic motor switching
happen when rotational motor power is full as well as at ebb. Failures in this sampling of 2.5 total
cycles of the memory occurred more often when the rotational motor power was depleted. During
all above tests the transverse motor was maintained with spring tension between 50% and 100%.
The only selection in this sampling that consistently progressed without fail was #4, Chinese
Temple.
There are 16 transitions per each full repertoire of 7 total drawings/writings; 5 drawings require two
transitions each, and 2 drawings require 3 transitions each.
SHIFT / TRANSITIONS SCORING, as failures to successes, shown as (failures/successes):
Drawing number 1 (4/6) failed more than half the time.
Drawing number 2 (4/6) failed more than half the time.
Drawing number 3 (1/4) successful most of the time.
Drawing number 4 (0/4) successful every time (no failures).
Drawing number 5 (1/6) successful most of the time.
Drawing number 6 (5/9) failed more than half the time.
Drawing number 7 (1/6) successful most of the time.
From the above scoring information, trends may be spotted and watched for as improvements can
be made to the adjustment of the transition mechanism.
At the time the above log was made, a total of 41 transitions were documented. Including the
missed track of #5, 3rd round as a “failed”, results are tabulated as follows:
41 attempts
24 successful
17 failed
Failure rate is high, at 41.5%, to success rate of 58.5%, based on the above sampling.
Failure rate may be affected by the accuracy of the adjustments to the shifting mechanism, such
that small improvements may be gained but troublesome shifting trends may linger with slight
improvement to the adjustment. Further improvement should yield greater reliability with fewer
failures. The goal in any adjustment should be to log as few failed transitions as possible. Baltʼs
notes on timing and inertia are to be reviewed by any technician before attempting adjustments.
UPDATE NOV 25, 2011

Charles Penniman notes that the instances of failed cues has decreased with more regular
demonstration that the automaton has been called upon to do, in relation to TFI events surrounding
the 2011 release of the movie Hugo. A possible explanation might be found in considering that the
transverse motorʼs call to action may more readily occur (quicker start, so it doesnʼt “sleep” through
the cue), as a result of increased occasional use, which would lend itself to maintaining distribution
of lubricant in the moving parts of the transverse motor, primarily in the gear train bushings leading
from the mainspring to the governor, the helical rib on the transverse drum, and along the shaft that
the cam bank slides upon. A schedule of operating more often, (but for less duration at each event
to minimize wear) might be a way to maintain improved function.
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UPDATE MAR 24, 2012 & Recommendation to improve shift reliability during next service.

Charles Penniman reports via email that instances of failed cues (shift errors) continue to be an
issue. As the automaton has continued to be demonstrated on a more demanding schedule during
the months since the November update (see directly above), the cause appears to be more
involved than distribution of lubrication / maintenance, as surmised in the Nov 25 update.
Recommend that on next visit by mechanician to TFI, motor speeds be checked and recalibrated,
and Joseph Baltʼs notes on inertia be reviewed.
UPDATE JUNE 2013
I have recently reviewed video that I made in April 2007 at the conclusion of the restoration, and compared
these with speed tests made recently. I find at this time that both motor speeds have been altered, with the
cam rotation taking approximately nine seconds longer to complete one cycle, than it did in 2007.
Recalibration of both motor speeds should be made to restore the 4/07 settings, or bring them closer to them.
As noted earlier in this report, motor synchronization is critical to safe operation and minimizing crashes .

APPENDIX 12-6-11: Translation of the automatonʼs French poems
(With priority on correct meaning or intent, rather than perfect poetic form)

“Un Jeune enfant…”
Un jeune enfant, que le zèle dirige,
De vos faveurs sollicite le prix.
Et s'il l'obtient, n'en soyez point surpris:
Le désir de vous plaire, enfanta ce prodige.
English Translation:

A young child whom zeal guides,
Of your esteem solicits the prize,
And if he receives it, don't be at all surprised,
The desire to please you begat this wonder.

“Enfant cheri…”
Enfant chéri des dames,
Je suis, en tout pays,
Fort bien avec les femmes,
Même avec les maris.
(Ecrit par LʼAutomate de Maillardet)
English Translation:

A child by ladies adored,
I am, throughout all lands,
In great favor with women,
And even with their husbands!
(Written by the Automaton of Maillardet)
Contributors to the above translation include: Paul O. Zelinksy, Lewis Selfert of Brown University,
and Victoria Gauthier (Brackendale, BC)
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This is Revision #10. If it is updated in future, a corresponding version number will appear
at the top as Rev. 11, etc.
________________________________________________________________________
Advance Notes For Revision 11:
Provide a comparison of recent drawings with the 1802 drawings discovered in 2011, the ca. 1932
TFI file drawings and other available visual references. Document errors caused by cam damage
and wear, side-by-side with early generation renditions; added lines in some drawings; bow of ship,
flat section of oval in Cupid chariot, Chinese temple face and fowl, etc.
Add page for identifying and repairing damaged cams.
Measure pressure at tips of followers with spring gauge, at depth and peaks of cams.
Improve shift reliability, documenting methods and results. Lateral eye restoration if prioritized.
Lateral eye movement: NOTE: Remove head yoke support from main torso plate to reveal
additional clues / wear-marks otherwise not visible.
Compare cycle timing. In 2007 Video, 2 running speeds are observed:
Ship made with Uniball taped in place, perfect shifting; total time 5:46 (346 seconds) =
average1:26.5 per cycle (1 minute, 26.5 seconds).
ROTATIONS TIMED INDIVIDUALLY:
First rotation + 1 shift: 1:21
Second rotation + 1 shift: 1:26
Third rotation + 1 shift: 1:28
Fourth rotation + stop: 1:32
(347 seconds total)
Unerring; total time 4:41 (281 seconds) = 1:33.6 (93.6 seconds) per rotation.
First rotation + 1 shift: 1:30
Second rotation + 1 shift: 1:35
Third rotation + stop: 1:36
Faster times noted with alternate pen and original pen holder:
Enfant
This report is © 2007, 2008, 2011, 2012 by Andrew Baron, except where noted above.

May not be reproduced for sale. May not be reprinted or reproduced via electronic media without
permission of the author or The Franklin Institute Science Museum.
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